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Abstract
Conversational agents has emerged as a new
means of communication and social skills training
for children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD),
encouraging academia, industry, and therapeutic
centres to investigate it further. This paper aims
to develop a methodological framework based on
Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) to identify ”the
best”, i.e. the most effective, conversational agent
for this target group. To our knowledge, it is the
first time the MCDA is applied to this specific domain.
Our contribution is twofold: i) our method is an
extension of traditional MCDA and we exemplify how
to apply it to decision making process related to CA for
person with autism: a methodological result that would
be adopted for a broader range of technologies for
person with impairments similar to ASD; ii) our results,
based on the above mentioned method, suggest that
Embodied Conversational Agent is most appropriate
conversational technology to interact with children with
ASD.
1. Introduction
In the last decades, many efforts have been
made to investigate how assisted computer-based
technology and social robots can help children with
autism enhance their social skills through dialogue.
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a development
disorder characterized by communication impairments
and repetitive behaviors. Individuals with autism have
problems in social interactions because of their deficits
in language, communication, emotion expression and
sensory impairments [1]. In [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6],
authors underline the power of children computer-based
interactions with respect to the interaction with other
people for three main reasons:
• computers environment are predictable and
consistent
• children can work according to their social skills
level, because computer-based system are flexible
and customized
• each assigned task can be repeated until the goal
is reached and children can be rewarded with
real-time feedback
Therefore keeping in mind users’ needs, innovative
interactive technologies could help them improve their
abilities and further skills, such as communicative
and social ones. Since children with autism
are characterized by unpredictable behaviour and
uniqueness, we must be aware that each child has their
own attitude and capability. For this reason, it is crucial
to provide a system which fulfills user requirements in
the more flexible and customized way. We opted to
investigate the adoption of conversational technologies
to enhance communication skills of children with ASD,
such as ability to comprehend, detect or apply aural
conversation to engage in discourse effectively with
others, and improve their social capabilities. To
properly engage and capture attention during speech
interaction, the voice-based device should convey a
natural dialogue and keep them focus during the
conversation. The conversational technologies can lead
to different interaction channels, such as computer
or tablet-based, robot-based, and only voice-based
conversational technologies.
Starting from that, we analyzed how different
speech-based interaction technologies are affecting
the performance and perception during children-agent
speech interaction [7]. The question we would
like to answer is: ’Which is the most appropriate
conversational agents for interacting with children with
autism?’. The use of the Multi-Attribute Value Theory
(MAVT) in decision problems related to interaction
technologies is not an easy task. We explore the use
of a Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) method to
address this problem in the conversational technologies
domain because it is characterized by conflicting
objectives and different actors involved. MAVT is a
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particular Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA [8],
[9]) technique, and it can be used to address problems
that involve a finite and discrete set of alternative actions
that have to be evaluated on the basis of conflicting
objectives. For any given objective, one or more
different attributes or criteria are used to measure the
performance in relation to that objective.
MAVT was applied to this problem, where a decision
was made regarding the adoption of the most appropriate
conversational agent to interact with children with
autism. We illustrate the motivation and the challenges
behind this ambitious project, shedding a light on the
potential of conversational agents and their adoption
with children with autism through a MCDA approach.
Besides the fact that it is the first time that decision
analysis is applied to this innovative case study, the
contribution brought by this research refers to: i) the
methodological approach which merges framing, value
focused thinking tools with MCDA; ii) identification
of the most appropriate conversational agent to interact
with children with ASD. This work has an innovative
value because it sheds a light on the possibility to
exploit decision making analyses to support researchers
or enterprises analyzing in depth the adoption of one
conversational technology with respect to another to
support every-day life tasks for children with ASD.
The paper is divided as follows: in the first part we
analyze the related work concerning the conversational
agents applied in interaction with ASD children to
give the reader the possibility to fully understand the
problem. Then we describe the methodology used
during the decision process, and after that we discuss
the results obtained from the study, focusing on the
contribution of this method for supporting the decision
process.
2. Background: Conversational Agents
for children with autism
Many authors dealt with conversational
agent-human interaction from different perspectives.
In literature, authors divide into two sides: on
one hand, researchers focused on virtual agents,
which are tutors on tablet or computer screens with
abstract, cartoon-like or human-like appearance,
called Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) to assist
children with neurodevelopment disorders (broader term
which includes also autism spectrum disorders), while
on the other hand many authors deeply investigated the
efficiency of physical conversational agents, names as
Social Robots, in training social skills of children with
autism. In literature, both ECA and speaking Social
Robots have been investigated to assist children with
autism.
In learning domain since 1999, Cassel [12] argues
that ECA can be exploited to support student. Tartaro
and Cassel [13] discussed the intervention of a social
peer for children with conversational impairment,
proposing different solutions during years such as
SARA [11] (Socially Aware Robot Assistant), which
relies on information about human-virtual assistant
relationship, Alex, [14] which aims at improving
achievement in multicultural classrooms, RAPT [15]
(Rapport- Aware Peer Tutor) a virtual peer tutor
designed to build relation and support student learning,
and Sam, an authoring agent for supporting social
interaction skills and scaffolding literature skills [16].
Also Milne, Marissa, et al. [17] provided a ECA as
a tutor to improve social competence in children with
autism, since ECA is capable to present content in a
way that suits different learning style and sensory needs.
Another important contribution is given by Rachel, an
ECA designed to elicit and analyze interactions and
encourage affective and social behavior for children
with ASD [18]. They designed an emotionally
targeted interactive agent for children with autism
based on Wizard-of-Oz to provide an effective platform
for eliciting and analyzing children communicative
abilities. Analogously, [6] authors developed a
multi-modal automated embodied conversational agent
for training social skills to prove its efficiency with
children with ASD.
In the last years, researchers started to investigate
how speech based interaction is perceived by the user.
In [19], authors specifically focused on how children
interact with off-the-shelf speech agents, conducting an
exploratory study using different conversational agents
such as Google Home, Alexa or Cozmo. The outcome
of this study is that children perceived virtual assistant
not as smart as they are. Finally, Williams et al. [20]
argued that children are comfort to talk with a doll.
Other authors focused on Social Robots related
to people with ASD (e.g., [21], [22], [23], [24]).
Many social robots used in ASD therapy are remotely
controlled by caregivers [22], [24], and authors showed
how powerful was the interaction with them even if
only non-verbal behaviours were performed. They have
been used successfully to attract attention, stimulate
imitation, and improve communication, socialization,
and behavioral skills needed for independent living.
Several researches explore the shape and movement
capability of robots in relationship to subjects with
ASD. Different shapes have been explored, from
abstract ones to cartoon-like, simplified humanoids, or
realistic human-like faces [21]. Results pinpoint that
individuals with ASD show a preference for something
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Figure 1. Alternatives: Social robot (a)[10], Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) (b)[11], Virtual assistant (c)
that is clearly artificial compared to agents that have
human-inspired characteristics [25]. Some authors
suggest that the shape of the robot should evoke a
familiar element, such as a toy that the subject likes,
or a cartoon character. Several social robots exploit
emotional features that seem to benefit children with
ASD. Keepon [24] is a creature-like robot that is
only capable of expressing its attention (directing its
gaze) and emotions (pleasure and excitement). An
empirical study with autistic children showed that the
robot triggered a sense of curiosity and security, and
the subjects spontaneously approached Keepon and
engaged in dyadic interaction with it, which then
extended to triadic interactions where they exchanged
with adult caregivers the pleasure and the surprise
they found in Keepon. KISMET [26] is an emotional
robot which possesses eyebrows, ears, and a mouth
and expresses emotions depending on the way a human
interacts with the robot. The robot’s emotional behavior
is designed to generate an analogous social interaction
to a robot-human dyad as for an infant-caretaker dyad.
Besides these great contributions, the research has
been divided for a long time. It urges to find a
methodology to allow young researchers and industries
to clearly frame the problem and take the right research
path or invest money for social goods, according to real
effect on users with autism.
3. Methodology
To understand which is the most effective agent
to talk with people with ASD, we opted for the
Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) approach
because it is a valuable and widely-used tool to support
decision making process where there is a choice to
be made between discrete and finite options. This
method is usually exploited where several issues such
as social and economical ones are involved and shall
be taken into account during process. Moreover, it is
used when the majority of the objectives are conflicting,
requiring the decision maker (DM) to manage them
and make trade-offs [27], [28], [29]. The subsequent
process to build a MAVT consists on the following
steps: (i) framing the problem, (ii) identifying objectives
and designing alternatives, (iii) assessing score for each
alternative, (iv) defining value functions associated to
each attribute of the objectives and finally (v) ranking
the alternatives. In the following sections, these steps
will be examined.
3.1. Framing
As a first step, we set the problem, analyzing
purpose, perspectives and scope according to [30].
Purpose. We have different conversational
technologies to help patients and this gives the
possibility to develop a method to compare them. We
want to find a tool to improve daily life of children with
autism and help people that support children. We would
like to increase improve the accessibility of technologies
during therapy. Monitoring the improvements in short
term period could help more and more caregivers adopt
conversational technologies in therapeutic centre.
Perspectives. We would like to explore the problem
from different perspectives analyzing who should be
involved in this process: not only children with ASD
are involved, but also their parents and therapists.
Scope. As a hypothesis, only the current existing
technologies are taken into account. At a first
step, we focus on feasibility, cost, accessibility, and
child engagement; while later we will determine the
application scenarios (i.e. institution or/and home) and
the choice of enterprise involved in decision process.
The alternatives analyzed for answering our main
question (’Which is the most appropriate conversational
agent for interacting with children with autism?’) are
existing conversational technologies:
• Social robots (Fig.1.a [10])
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Figure 2. Value tree: the outcome of the value-focused thinking
• Embodied Conversational Agent (Fig.1.b [11])
• Virtual assistant (i.e. Google Home, Alexa)
(Fig.1.c)
In addition, we introduces also the Human alternative,
just to compare and analyze all different possible
solutions for increasing social skills, self-sufficiency,
and therapy accessibility through conversational
interaction.
3.2. Objectives
Objectives are ’statements of something that one
desires to achieve’ [31], thanks to the interaction
between the child and the agent, and they depend
on several aspects, such as the actors involved in the
decision process. It is crucial to take into account
also the environment in which the decision process
is taking place. Through brainstorming, our team
composed by decision analysts and Decision Maker
(DM) arrived at a common list of objectives that
allows us to recognize a first list with an immediate
approach. The twelve objectives that we were satisfied
with are: engagement, performance, effectiveness, cost,
customization, configurable, reliability, assessment of
progress, predictability, adaptability, reverse inclusion,
accessibility. As researchers underline [32], when
decision maker (DM) and decision analysts have to
think about objectives, they omit half of the objectives,
missing the most relevant ones. For this reason,
we decided to adopt value-focused thinking approach,
exploiting techniques for enlarging our objectives list
[31], [33]. By applying the value-focused thinking
method, we extended the list of objectives to twenty
( 67% more) and we formalized them as follows:
1 Maximize engagement and attention
2 Maximize therapy accessibility
3 Maximize communication performance of the
children
4 Minimize the complexity of use to allow
programming by therapist
5 Maximize flexibility to adapt to different patients
6 Minimize bad reaction and frustration of children
7 Maximize safety during therapeutic session
8 Minimize scaring effects
9 Maximize the affection
10 Minimize the alienation
11 Minimize the cost
12 Maximize the predictability
13 Maximize the quality of the expression of the
agent
14 Minimize the human influence and impact on
automatic tasks
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Figure 3. Objectives and attributes: for each sub-objective an attribute is defined with a corresponding unit of
measure
15 Maximize the separation of therapeutic role
16 Maximize the independence of children
17 Maximize the social image of enterprise
18 Minimize the addiction
19 Maximize the social skills
20 Maximize the integration of patients in the society
3.3. Value tree and attributes definition
Once twenty objectives were elicited, we clustered
and filtered them applying the value-focused thinking
and constructing the value-tree. The value-tree is
useful to understand that not all of the objectives
are on the same level, classifying them in different
levels. Indeed, we came up with two different layers
of objectives: one layer refers to the two major
individuated categories and the second one contains
the corresponding sub-objectives. We arrived to
twelve objectives, divided into two main groups of six
objectives each. We used a top-bottom approach by
starting from the most general objective and by asking
’how can we reach this?’. This approach helped us
also to individuate repetitive objectives (e.g. same unit
of measurements).The final outcome of the value-based
focus thinking is the value tree depicted in Fig.2.
The degree to which objectives are achieved is
measured through a set of attributes, which may be
natural (they follow directly from the definition of the
objective), constructed (they specify a finite number
of degrees to which objectives are met), and proxy
(they are only indirectly linked to the definition of the
objective) [31]. In Fig. 3, we collected all the attributes
assigned to each objectives.
We list the constructed attributes of objectives with
their definitions [34], [35]:
• Level of alienation. Low: Child reacts always to
external inputs during interaction with the agent;
Medium: Child reacts often to external inputs
during interaction with the agent; High: Child
reacts seldom or never to external inputs during
interaction with the agent.
• Level of quality of expression. Low: Artificial
voice, non-expressive and monotonic voice;
Medium: Natural, but not expressive voice
(recorded-like); High: Natural and expressive
voice.
• Level of predictability. Low: Unpredictable
action, situation-dependent action
(movement-questions, etc); Medium: Partially
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Figure 4. Value functions: functions applied to transform performance matrix to evaluation matrix
unpredictable actions (ex. Predicted questions,
but unpredicted /sudden movements); High:
Totally predictable actions.
• Level of influence. Low: Human completely
involved in both (automatic/relational); Medium:
Human partially involved in automatic tasks;
High: Human dedicated only to relational tasks.
• Level of risk. Low: May cause medical condition
and/or physical damage; Medium: Minor injuries;
High: Completely safe.
• Level of complexity. Low: No software
implementation or very simple implementation
required; Medium: Moderate software
implementation (small effort); High: High
effort for software implementation.
• Level of flexibility. Low: No capability to adapt
to the situation; Medium: Limited capability of
adaptation to the situation (ex. Movements or
appearance); High: Full adaptability (ex. Human
behavior).
The proxy attributes Success Paper refers to the
number of paper which successfully provide evidence
on efficient of conversation technologies with children
with ASD.
3.4. From performance matrix to the
evaluation matrix
In this step the performances of each alternative
were specified for each attribute. In some cases, the
performances were readily available, in some other
cases they had to be computed or estimated ad hoc for
the problem at hand [36]. We then focused on the winner
for each objective and we observed that neither a decoy
option nor winner was detected.
Then we defined different value functions for each
objective: on one hand we used the bisection elicitation
process for the quantitative attributes, and on the
other hand we exploited the direct elicitation for the
constructed ones. The direct rating technique consists
of the DM estimating the strengths of preferences for
different levels of attributes, while the bisection method
consists of identifying midpoints of value given two
extreme levels within the range of attributes [36]. Once
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Figure 5. Evaluation Matrix: the up-arrow refers to maximize objective while the down-arrow indicate the
minimization of the corresponding objective
the value functions have been defined as depicted in Fig.
4, we applied them to the performance matrix and the
result was the evaluation matrix shown in Fig. 5,
3.5. Weighting
The weights of each objectives were elicited
adopting the swing-weights technique, which is based
on the direct analysis of the value advantage associated
with swinging between the end point of each attribute
range [37]. Using the swing method, we asked the
Decision Maker (DM) several questions, one for each
attribute. First of all, we asked DM to imagine to
be in a situation where all of one’s attributes are at
their worst level and to choose which one to improve
and swing. So DM put 100 points (over 100) to the
chosen one. Then, DM repeated the reasoning with
the remaining attributes and chose another to improve.
Reasoning on the fact that the first swing was worth
100 points, DM relatively decided how many points
it would give to the second (for example 70 points).
The process continued repeating the same reasoning for
all attributes of sub-objectives and then we weighted
also the corresponding category. The resulting weights
are collected in Fig. 6. On one hand, the main
advantages of this technique are that DM should only
know the attributes range and not the value functions
associated to them, so that the elicitation of weights is
independent from the function’s shape. On the other
hand, this technique doesn’t include consistency checks,
so the outcomes cannot coincide with realistic scenario
alternatives.
Since we had two different levels in the value tree,
we gave weight to the lower level of sub-objectives
and then to the upper one (Maximize social skills
and self-sufficiency and Maximize therapy accessibility)
using additive models [38]. This means that the
overall value of alternatives is computed as the linear
combination of weights and attribute values of each
objective.
4. Results and Discussion
Ranking Alternatives Scores
First ECA 0.654
Second Human 0.584
Third Social Robot 0.514
Fourth Virtual Assistant 0.441
Table 1. Final ranking of alternatives
4.1. Results and sensitivity analysis
Once the decision process analysis have been
concluded, the alternatives were ranked. The Embodied
Conversational Agent (ECA) is the winner after the first
iteration as depicted in Tab. 1. Although the Human has
the largest number of best-scoring objectives, the ECA
has high scores in the objectives that are weighted the
most. The last step consists on testing the stability of
the results. For this sensitive approach, we selected four
scenarios to analyze running a Monte Carlo Simulation.
Firstly, we chose the first as the one analyzed in the
previous sections as the baseline. Then, we examined
balanced weights by setting all of the weights to 1 and
then normalizing them. As a second scenario, we choose
an analysis on stochastic variation of primary objectives,
represented in Tab. 2. The weights of the first level
objectives were randomly generated while the weights
for the secondary objectives were set equal to the
baseline case. After that, we investigated the stochastic
variation of secondary objectives, randomly generating
the secondary objectives and fixing the primary ones
to the baseline values, as shown in Tab. 3. As final
consideration, we proceeded with a stochastic variation
analysis of all objectives randomly, depicted in 4. Since
the ECA has high scores in the objectives that are
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Figure 6. Weighting: the first table collects the weights of the sub-objectives, while the second collects the
weights corresponding to the categories (the up-arrow refers to maximize objective while the down-arrow indicate
the minimization of the corresponding objective)
weighted the most, the sensitivity analysis has shown
a low stability of the results.
First Second Third Fourth
ECA 100% 0% 0% 0%
Social Robot 0% 10.5% 72.4% 17.1%
Virtual Assistant 0% 0% 17.1% 82.9%
Human 0% 89.5% 10.5% 0%
Table 2. Stochastic of primary objectives
First Second Third Fourth
ECA 56.9% 42.8% 0.3% 0%
Social Robot 0% 9.5% 72.1% 18.3%
Virtual Assistant 0% 0.9% 18.1% 81%
Human 43.1% 46.8% 9.5% 0.7%
Table 3. Stochastic of secondary objectives
First Second Third Fourth
ECA 55.4% 42.7% 1.9% 0%
Social Robot 0.6% 11.2% 50.5% 37.8%
Virtual Assistant 0% 2.5% 36.2% 61.3%
Human 44% 43.7% 11.4% 0.9%
Table 4. Stochastic of all objectives
4.2. Discussion
Exploiting the Multicriteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) approach, we suggest which is the most
effective conversational agents to interact with children
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). The results
show that Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) are
the most suitable conversational technology because
they fulfill the most important objectives. What makes
the ECAs the ”best” conversational technologies for
children with autism stays in:
• helping them in minimizing alienation;
• supporting them to maximize relational skills;
• enhancing therapy engagement;
• helping in separating automatic and relational
tasks during therapy.
Besides the specific suggestion for the case study
considered, we highlight the contributes in terms of
decision making process. First of all by applying
value-focused thinking method, we extended the list
of objectives from twelve to twenty ( 67% more).
Besides their quantities, we noticed that the new
list had a series of advantages compared to the first
one generating during the brainstorming phase. The
new list of objectives contains our main goal and an
objective related to a stakeholder that was not previously
considered. Then some of the objectives of the first
list were split into more specific ones. Moreover,
the new objectives are more clear, differentiating
between maximization and minimization. The first
set of questions, regarding the list of what we want
to achieve which can be found in [32], generate the
greater number of objectives. However, they were
all already included in the first list. New objectives
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have been generated by question of the good or bad
scenario of alternatives (four new objectives), while
questions related to goals, constraints, and guidelines
to different perspectives and strategic objectives to the
generation of two new objectives each. Once the
evaluation matrix has been generated and the weights
were assigned, it was clear that the most relevant
objectives were missed in the first list generated during
brainstorming step: just two of four of the most
important objectives were elicited at the beginning of
the process. This provided an evidence of how much
exploiting the value-focused thinking based technique
impacted the whole decision process. Merging the
framing approach and value-focused thinking based
method largely affected the decision analysis.
From sensitivity analysis, we found how many of
the results were of low stability. Tab. 2 highlights the
stable results for the sensitivity analysis associated with
primary objectives, Tab. 3 and 4 show how much of
the ranking of alternatives could change according to the
assigned weights. This behaviour derives from the large
number of attributed constructed of the objectives.
5. Conclusion and future works
The paper shows its innovative approach twofold:
the use of Multicriteria Decision Analysis for a
technology application in a social context, with a
methodological approach, which merges the framing
and a process boost with the exploitation of value
focused thinking devices, and the results suggest that
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are the most
effective agents for children with autism to interact with.
First of all, since the literature is divided, it would be
important to provide this methodology as a tool to both
young researchers and enterprises that want to invest
in technologies for social good to better make their
own decisions. With this paper, we want to provide a
decision framework highlighting the power and impact
of its exploitation in a decision analysis process. This
paper gives some basic guidelines to properly analyze
the adoption problem of conversational agents which are
able to dialogue with children with autism.
There are many limitations of the study. Firstly, data
is based on the decision maker expertise. Secondly,
there is an unbalanced number of papers for the different
technologies, which affect the proxy attributes (Success
Paper [%]). Furthermore, we defined only three levels
for constructed attributes of objectives because of the
great effort in eliciting them: with a more deep analysis
it would be possible to enlarge the quality scale to at
least five levels to be more accurate. Indeed, sensitivity
showed a low stability of the nominal ranking, possibly
due to the high number of constructed attributes of
the objectives. However, the innovative approach of
merging framing with value-based thinking allowed us
to re-frame the problem and enriched objectives list,
improving the decision analysis.
The described method could be exploited not only by
young researchers to examine and frame their research
properly but also by enterprises to give them the right
direction to invest money in social goods. Further
research could address the problem of constructed
attributes, which definitions could be expanded also
based on empirical studies, or expand the model to
more stakeholders such as experts in the therapeutic and
enterprise domains.
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